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time someone questions the need for further criminal justice reform." --New York Law Journal"This
should be required reading for everyone who gives a damn about justice in this country." --Mickey
Sherman, CBS News legal analyst"Christianson succeeds in raising reasonable doubts and
questions about the integrity of our criminal justice system. Written with perceptiveness and
sympathy for the plight of the wrongly convicted, [Innocent] is an excellent addition to the literature
on miscarriages of justice." --JusticiaInnocent graphically documents forty-two recent criminal cases
to find evidence of shocking miscarriages of justice, especially in murder cases. Based upon
interviews with more than 200 people and reviews of hundreds internal case files, court records,
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can--and do--happen everywhere.. 
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Innocent graphically documents forty-two recent criminal cases to find evidence of shocking
miscarriages of justice, especially in murder cases. Based upon interviews with more than 200
people and reviews of hundreds internal case files, court records, smoking-gun memoranda, and
other documents, Scott Christianson gets inside the legal cases, revealing the mistakes, abuses,
and underlying factors that led to miscarriages of justice, while also describing how determined
prisoners, post-conviction attorneys, advocates, and journalists struggle against tremendous odds to
try to win their exonerations.

A chilling chronicle of what can happen when the criminal justice system goes awry, Christianson's
volume documents 42 cases in which an innocent person was sentenced for a crime that she or he
didn't commit. An investigative reporter who specializes in the American prisons, Christianson (With
Liberty for Some; Condemned) finds the usual evils in our beleaguered, bureaucratic judicial
system-prejudiced juries, mistaken identification, ineffective counsel. More frightening, however, are
the cases that he reveals involve deliberate institutional corruption-false confessions, fabrication of
evidence or misconduct by police or prosecutors. Despite the publicity surrounding the recent
exoneration of some prisoners who were freed after the reconsideration of DNA evidence, many
wrongfully convicted people still remain incarcerated. The powerful and compelling stories of such
innocent victims carry this book, which is otherwise rather shoddily assembled-the anecdotes and
photographs lack cohesion or orderly arrangement. Readers may be frustrated by the book's
episodic structure and lack of narrative unity, but the subject is an undeniably important one.

&#8220;Christianson succeeds in raising reasonable doubts and questions about the integrity of our
criminal justice system. Written with perceptiveness and sympathy for the plight of the wrongly
convicted, [Innocent] is an excellent addition to the literature on miscarriages of
justice.&#8221;-Justicia

I've never read anything quite like this book. The author, who displays an unusual depth and breadth
of knowledge about the system, has selected twelve cases of "actual innocence": people who
have,through "bad" eyewitness accounts, heresay evidence and/or outright corruption been unjustly
convicted and jailed for many years. The stories are HEARTBREAKING and told with great clarity.
Fortunately many of these people (several of which have already been exonerated - though not
compensated!!) have legal teams and other committed professionals (such as the author) who labor
on their behalf pro bono. It seems that the only way our justice system can be reformed is through
media exposure, and this book is an eloquent example. Today New York, tomorrow, Texas . . . .
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Scott Christianson is the author of Notorious Prison: Inside the World's Most Feared Institutions and
Condemned: Inside the Sing Sing Death House (NYU Press, 1999). A longtime investigative
reporter, his articles have appeared in The New York Times , the The Washington Post , The Nation
, the Criminal Law Bulletin and many other publications. Since the author began this project, six of
the convictions discussed in Innocent have been overturned.

PW has integrated its print and digital subscriptions, offering exciting new benefits to subscribers,
who are now entitled to both the print edition and the digital editions of PW (online or via our app).
For instructions on how to set up your accout for digital access, click here. For more information,
click here.

The following page represents only a small portion of available literature that deals with innocence
issues and the wrongly convicted. Feel free to read them on your own, share them with friends, or
even start a book club to discuss the issues the books raise and how they relate to issues in our
criminal justice system. By clicking the links on this page and purchasing a book through Amazon, a
portion of the sale will be donated back to the Innocence Project of Florida.

DNA exonerations have shattered confidence in the criminal justice system by exposing how often
we have convicted the innocent and let the guilty walk free. In this unsettling in-depth analysis,
Brandon Garrett examines what went wrong in the cases of the first 250 wrongfully convicted people
to be exonerated by DNA testing.

Essays in Part 1 show that eyewitnesses are often wrong, police trick suspects into making
confessions, informants lie to gain benefits, and police can be incompetent or venal. Part 2 argues
that those who are unpopular, uneducated, or members of a racial minority invite harsher treatment
by authorities. The next section offers case studies on convictions that were wrongly obtained,
followed by suggestions for changes in the criminal justice system, such as more active judges, an
&#8220;innocence commission&#8221; to examine convictions, liberal use of DNA evidence, and
better training for lawyers.

In 1998, in the small East Texas city of Sloan, Travis Boyette abducted, raped, and strangled a
popular high school cheerleader. He buried her body so that it would never be found, then watched
in amazement as police and prosecutors arrested and convicted DontÃ© Drumm, a local football
star, and marched him off to death row.

First the subject of the Oscar-winning documentary, &#8220;Murder On A Sunday Morning,&#8221;
now Brent Butler speaks out in his own words. In shocking and graphic detail Brent describes his
horrific ordeal from accusation to imprisonment and from trial to final exoneration. And the truth is
more brutal than ever: The innocent are America&#8217;s latest victims.

Jennifer Thompson was raped at knifepoint and eventually positively identified Ronald Cotton as her
attacker. Ronald insisted that she was mistaken&#8211; but Jennifer&#8217;s positive identification
was the compelling evidence that put him behind bars. After eleven years, Ronald was allowed to
take a DNA test that proved his innocence. Two years later, Jennifer and Ronald met face to
face&#8211; and forged an unlikely friendship that changed both of their lives.

In this gripping story of justice gone awry, four innocent men separately confess to the heinous
crime that none of them actually committed. Though the real perpetrator has since been convicted,
three of the four remain in prison today, attesting to the powerful role confessionsâ€”even false



onesâ€”play in our criminal justice system, where they typically trump fact, reason, and common
sense.

Incriminating statements are necessary to solve crimes, but suspects almost never have reason to
provide them. Therefore, as Richard Leo shows, crime units have developed sophisticated
interrogation methods that rely on persuasion, manipulation, and deception to move a subject from
denial to admission, serving to shore up the case against him. Ostensibly aimed at uncovering truth,
the structure of interrogation requires that officers act as an arm of the prosecution.

In this disturbing yet elegant exposÃ© of U.S. penitentiaries and their surrounding communities,
Sasha Abramsky shows how American prisons have abandoned their long-held ideal of
rehabilitation, often for political reasons. After surveying our current state of affairs-life sentences for
nonviolent crimes, appalling conditions for inmates, the growth of private prisons, the treatment of
juveniles-Abramsky argues that our punitive policies are not only inhuman but deeply
counterproductive. Brilliantly researched and compellingly told, American Furies reveals the
devastating consequences of a society that believes in &#8220;lock &#8216;em up and throw away
the key.&#8221;

Dennis Fritz was an ordinary middle-aged man leading an ordinary life when he was charged with
rape and murder. An overzealous prosecutor relied on flimsy evidence to convict and sentence
Dennis to life in prison. After twelve years of incarceration, with the help of Barry Scheck of the
Innocence Project, Dennis was exonerated.

Represents the latest advances of the role of psychological factors in inducing potentially unreliable
self-incriminating behavior &#8211; Chapters are authored by a diverse group psychologists,
criminologists, and legal scholars who have contributed significantly to the collective understanding
of the pressures that insidiously operate when the goal of law enforcement is to elicit
self-incriminating behavior from suspected criminals &#8211; Reviews and analyzes the extant
literature in this area as well as discussing how this knowledge can be used to help bring about
needed changes in the legal system.

After spending years behind bars, hundreds of men and women with incontrovertible proof of their
innocence have been released from Americaâ€™s prisons. They were wrongfully convicted
because of problems that plague many criminal proceedingsâ€”inept defense lawyers, overzealous
prosecutors, deceitful interrogation tactics, misidentifications, and more. Finally free, usually after
more than a decade of incarceration, the wrongly condemned re-enter society with nothing but scars
from prison life only to struggle for survival on the outside.

Here are the stories of innocent men and womenâ€”and the system that put them away under the
guise of justice. Now updated with new information, Actual Innocence sheds light on â€œa system
that tolerates lying prosecutors, slumbering defense attorneys and sloppy investigatorsâ€• (Salt
Lake Tribune)â€”revealing the shocking flaws that can derail the legal process and the ways that
DNA testing has often shattered so-called solid evidence that condemned American citizens to
death.
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